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Abstract: Monopile is a common foundation for offshore wind turbines. Long-term cyclic loading
from winds and currents may affect the normal operation of offshore wind turbines. For offshore
wind farms, natural soils are usually inherently anisotropic, and scouring often occurs as a removal of
soil around a monopile. Their influence on pile behavior is seldom studied. To investigate the effects
of anisotropy of sand and scouring on a cyclic laterally loaded pile, a series of 1 g model tests are
conducted, in which three deposition angles of sand, two scour depths, and two cyclic amplitudes
are considered. It was found that for a monopile in sandy soil, the accumulated displacements at the
pile head increased with the increased deposition angles of sand and scour depth. The effects of sand
anisotropy are more profound for piles with a smaller cyclic amplitude. However, the results for the
pile with and without scouring did not give a consistent tendency as the factors of anisotropy of sand.
Based on test results, an explicit expression is advised to assess the long-term accumulated residual
displacement at the pile head, in which factors of deposition angle of sand, scour depth, and cyclic
amplitudes are incorporated.

Keywords: model test; monopile; cyclic load; anisotropy of sand; scouring

1. Introduction

The global energy challenge hastens the transition to a more sustainable energy system.
The wind turbine, as a fast-growing technology to obtain renewable resources, has attracted
attention in recent years. For wind turbines, monopile is currently the preferred foundation to
support upper structures, which is dominant in water depths up to 35 m or even 40 m [1–4].

An important aspect of a wind turbine is its long-term behavior under cyclic loading
from winds and waves. The accumulated displacement at the pile head over its design
lift must be carefully estimated, as it typically limits the performance of the turbine due to
serviceability constraints [5]. Besides extensive test studies about the functions of cyclic load
characteristics on the responses of a cyclically loaded pile, such as cyclic load pattern and
cyclic load amplitude [6–8], two factors, sand anisotropy and scouring, which may influence
the displacement accumulation of piles under cyclic loading, have not received enough
attention. Sand anisotropy is an inherent property of naturally occurring soil, with respect
to different deformations and strengths of soil. A monopile buried in anisotropic soil may
behave differently from one in homogeneous soil. For offshore wind farm sites, especially
with tidal currents, scouring in the vicinity of the foundation is a common phenomenon, as
is the removal of the upper soil around the pile due to the action of flowing water and the
presence of the foundation. A monopile can be more or less susceptible to scouring because
the removed soil diminishes the soil resistance around the pile and changes the properties
of the remaining soil.
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For the specification of anisotropic material characteristics of sand, many laboratory
tests, including plain strain, direct shear, triaxial, and hollow cylinder tests, and the related
constitutive models are presented [9–12]. For the issue of effects of soil anisotropy on the
soil–structure interaction, there are works on the dynamic performance of piles [13,14], the
static vertically loaded piles [15], which are restricted in the elastic analysis with a transversely
isotropic media, and the stability of pile-stabilized slope [16], which only considers the strength
anisotropy of soil for limit analysis. In addition, experimental tests were conducted to study
the behavior of laterally loaded pile groups under a stratified soil system by Munaga and
Gonavaram [17]. To study the effects of scouring on the response of a laterally loaded pile,
p–y curves are modified to consider the scour hole dimensions [18,19], and the removed
soil-induced stress change on the properties of soil [20,21]. Limited work attempts to study
the cyclic responses of piles under scouring by Achmus et al. [22], in which a numerical
analysis is presented to simulate the scour hole and a degradation stiffness to simulate the
cyclic properties of sand.

In this study, 1 g model tests were performed on a monopile subjected to lateral
monotonic and long-term cyclic loading, to investigate the influence of cyclic amplitude,
anisotropy of sand, and scouring on the accumulated pile displacements. The work pre-
sented here is as follows. In Section 2, a set of test equipment is introduced to prepare the
sand sample and apply long-term horizontal cyclic loading to the monopile, in which a
container box is designed for the preparation of anisotropic sand with different deposition
angles under air pluviation. The properties of the Toyoura soil and model pile and the test
program are also introduced. In Section 3, the results of six static monotonic loading tests
were analyzed to assess the lateral capacity of the monopile with three deposition angles of
sand and two scouring depths. Then the results of twelve cyclic loading tests were analyzed
to study the accumulated residual displacement of the pile subjected to three deposition
angles, two scouring depths, and two cyclic loading amplitudes. In Section 4, a quantized
work is proposed to predict the accumulated displacements of monopile foundations, and
a united expression including the influence of scouring, cyclic load amplitudes, and soil
deposition angles is expressed.

2. Experimental Set-Up and Procedure

The experiment here comprises the modeling of a cyclic laterally loaded pile buried in
anisotropic sand and under scouring.

2.1. Test Loading and Measurement

All model tests are performed in a soil container, which has a length of 0.5 m, a width
of 0.4 m, and a height of 0.5 m. In order to monitor soil preparation, two perspex sheets
are attached to the sides of the container. A model pile was installed in the center of the
container. Figure 1 shows the schematic sketch and photos of the test loading system.

The cyclic loading device is driven by a servo-controlled motor (see Figure 1a,b),
having a frequency range of 0–0.2 Hz. By moving along the trail, a slider can supply cyclic
horizontal loading at the pile head. The connection is made through a special gripper
clamped at the pile head without any applied axial load or additional bending moment. A
load cell is attached to the rigid extension from the slider to measure the lateral loading
on the pile. The cyclic loading device is load controlled with a maximum output of 100 N.
An example of the output cyclic loading pattern by the load cell is given in Figure 2, the
accuracy of which is 1%, acceptable for the current study.

A non-contact miniature laser displacement sensor was mounted on a fixed support
frame to measure the lateral displacements of the pile shaft at a height of 90 mm above the
soil surface, as shown in Figure 1c. It has a range of 0–30 mm and an accuracy of 0.1%.
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Figure 1. Test system: (a) schematic sketch; (b) photo; (c) displacement measurement; (d) model pile.
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2.2. Soil Properties and Preparation

The soil prepared for the model tests was Toyoura sand. Figure 3 shows the grading
curve, which indicates the sample is poorly graded fine sand. The characteristics of Toyoura
sand are summarized in Table 1. The soil sample was prepared by air pluviation to pour
sands from a height of 80 cm to the required depth layer by layer. In all tests, the relative
density of sand is controlled at 54%. A photo of the moving hopper used to pour sand is
shown in Figure 4.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Toyoura sand.

Property Value

Particle sizes, D50: mm 0.16
Uniformity coefficient Cu 1.6
Specific gravity Gs 2.64
Minimum void ratio emin 0.609
Maximum void ratio emax 0.916
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Toyoura sand is an angular-shaped aggregate whose mechanical properties are
anisotropic at the macroscale. In this experimental study, the effect of the anisotropy
of sand on the pile–soil interaction is considered. The soil preparation produces samples
at a designed deposition angle to simulate the inherently anisotropic nature of naturally
occurring sand deposits [23,24]. To achieve this function, the container box is transformed
as below. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the setup, and Figure 6 shows the photo. The box
has two fixed sides and two removable sides. To maintain the sand rain for a tilted box,
two extension buckets are attached to the box along the vacant, removable sides. After
filling to the desired height, two plates are pushed into the box along the removable sides.
Then the box was placed flat on the floor. The tilting angle of the box at raining presents
the deposition angle of the sand.
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2.3. Model Pile Characteristics

The model pile (see Figure 1d) for tests is manufactured from a hollow, circular
aluminum tube with an elasticity modulus of 71 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. The
pile was embedded to a depth of 0.3 m, and its diameter is 40 mm, which represents an
embedment ratio of 7.5. The total length of the pile is 0.4 m. It is considered a rigid pile.
The width of the soil container is 10 times larger than the pile diameter, which is large
enough to avoid boundary effects [4]. The pile was fixed temporarily in the soil container
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during soil preparation to eliminate soil disturbance around the pile with jacking. In all
tests, the lateral loading point is 0.1 m above the soil surface.

2.4. Test Programme

The test program considered 18 tests to research the behavior of a pile subjected to
cyclic lateral loads depending on the sand anisotropy, cyclic load amplitudes, and scour
depths. The lateral capacity of the monopole from static tests can be used to normalize the
cyclic load amplitude.

The soil stratum for tests was prepared with three deposition angles as 0◦, 30◦ and
45◦. Based on practical application, the scour can reach a depth of 1–1.5 times the pile
diameter for larger piles [25]. In this study, a scouring depth of 1D was considered, and
tests without scouring were used as comparative cases. Except for a global scour with the
removal of a layer of soil, a local scour of a scour hole around a pile is more common, the
shape of which is usually described as an inverted frustum, with parameters such as scour
depth, scour width at the bottom, and slope angle. Existing studies indicated that, among
the three parameters for scour hole dimensions, the post-scour responses of a laterally
loaded pile are most sensitive to scour depth [18,26]. Hence, the test program considered
the conditions of local scour with the dimension of a scour hole having a slope angle of
30◦ and scour width of 0. The angle of 30◦ is smaller than the critical state friction angle of
Toyoura sand as of 31◦ [27]. The formation of the scour hole was realized by hand, with a
photo shown in Figure 7.
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Leblanc et al. [28] proposed two independent parameters ηb and ηc to quantify cyclic
loads, for both one-way and two-way cyclic load patterns, which are expressed as

ηb =
Pmax

Pu
(1)

ηc =
Pmax

Pmin
(2)

where Pmax and Pmin are the maximum and minimum loads applied in one cycle, Pu is the
ultimate lateral capacity. According to the definition, ηb is the normalized cyclic amplitude.
ηc represents the cyclic load type, which is −1 ≤ ηc < 0, 0 ≤ ηc < 1, 1 for two-way (SP2,
SP3), one-way cyclic load (SP1) and static load, respectively, as shown in Figure 8. For
all cyclic tests, full one-way cyclic loading was applied with ηc = 0, and ηb = 0.4 and 0.6,
respectively. The capacity Pu conforms to the reference case of a static load test on the pile
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in homogeneous sand and without scouring. Since the work focuses on factors such as
soil anisotropy and scouring around the pile, the cyclic load pattern is simplified. In order
to avoid dynamic effects, cyclic loading is applied at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Based on the
experimental facility capacity, the cyclic number is set at 4000.
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Figure 9 shows the cyclic loading test program, illustrating the parameters of two scour
depths, two cyclic load amplitudes, and three deposition angles. It is also listed in Table 2,
which shows a total of six monotonic tests and 12 cyclic-loaded tests carried out.
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Table 2. Test program.

Number Load Type Scour Depth Deposition
Angle/◦

Cyclic
Amplitude Cycles

M-1 Monotonic 0 0 - -
M-2 Monotonic 0 30 - -
M-3 Monotonic 0 45 - -
M-4 Monotonic 1 D 0 - -
M-5 Monotonic 1 D 30 - -
M-6 Monotonic 1 D 45 - -
C-1 Cyclic 0 0 0.4 Pu 4000
C-2 Cyclic 0 30 0.4 Pu 4000
C-3 Cyclic 0 45 0.4 Pu 4000
C-4 Cyclic 1 D 0 0.4 Pu 4000
C-5 Cyclic 1 D 30 0.4 Pu 4000
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Table 2. Cont.

Number Load Type Scour Depth Deposition
Angle/◦

Cyclic
Amplitude Cycles

C-6 Cyclic 1 D 45 0.4 Pu 4000
C-7 Cyclic 0 0 0.6 Pu 4000
C-8 Cyclic 0 30 0.6 Pu 4000
C-9 Cyclic 0 45 0.6 Pu 4000

C-10 Cyclic 1 D 0 0.6 Pu 4000
C-11 Cyclic 1 D 30 0.6 Pu 4000
C-12 Cyclic 1 D 45 0.6 Pu 4000

3. Test Results
3.1. Monotonic Test Results

Figure 10 shows the load–displacement responses measured from all monotonic
tests. The ultimate lateral capacity Pu is taken as the load corresponding to a pile head
displacement of 0.1 D [7,29]. The six ultimate capacities are shown in Figure 11. As seen,
both the stiffness and the ultimate capacity are greatly influenced by the deposition angle of
sand and scouring. An increase in the deposition angle for sand around the pile reduced the
stiffness and lateral capacity of the loaded pile, for both scoured and un-scoured conditions.
The effect of scour depth with sd = 1D is also represented by a decrease in the stiffness and
capacity of the pile compared to the performance of the pile without scouring. In Figure 11,
it is interesting to find that the loss of capacity due to scouring, which is the difference
in capacity for the two scouring depths, is not obviously altered by the three deposition
angles. That is to say, the effects of sand anisotropy on the capacity of the laterally loaded
pile can be decoupled from those of scour depth.
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According to Azami et al. [30], the comparison of results between model tests and
direct shear tests shows that the variation of capacity for a foundation with deposition angle
does not follow exactly the tendency of strength variation for element sand. For example,
the plain strain test results of Toyoura sand, show a dependency of shear strength on the
deposition angles, with the minimum friction angle at the deposition angle in the range of
15◦~25◦ [23] under different confining pressures. The model test by Azami et al. [30] shows
a decreasing capacity of shallow foundations with increased deposition angles of 0◦, 30◦,
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45◦, and 60◦, and then a slight increase for 90◦, in which the obvious drop appears between
30◦ and 60◦. Theoretical investigations, including microstructure tensor to simulate the
anisotropic strength properties, localized response for the sand around the foundation, and
re-arrangement of particles during shear deformation, are implemented to describe the
above insistency between the foundation responses as a boundary problem and the element
sand. For the experimental study here, it is believed that the chosen deposition angles of 0◦,
30◦, and 45◦ are able to exhibit the main mechanical characteristic of the problem. Besides,
additional experiment research with a 90◦ deposition angle may be needed to facilitate the
theoretical study of the static pile–sand interaction considering the anisotropy of sand.
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It should also be noted that all subsequent studies on the cyclic accumulated displace-
ments of the pile are related to the lateral capacity by normalized cyclic amplitudes. When
a monopile embedded in sand is in a working state, a certain pile deflection is used to
determine its lateral capacity. The deformation criterion is advised to be consistent with
that in practical engineering.

3.2. Cyclic Tests Results of Residual Displacement

The displacement accumulation of the pile under cyclic lateral loads is due to the
changed soil properties around the pile. As shown in Figure 12, the accumulated residual
displacement yN for cyclic number N is the displacement corresponding to the load value
of Pmin after the Nth cycle.

Figure 13 shows the development of residual displacements with cyclic numbers for
all cyclic tests. The results are divided into four plots under the two cyclic amplitudes and
the two scour depths. It shows that accumulated displacements in the former 500 cycles
exhibit rapid increases, which produce 80–91% of the total displacement at the 500th cycle,
and then a slow increase for the following cycles. This tendency is consistent with other
published model test results, except for the different critical cyclic numbers [29,31]. For
each plot, the effects of sand anisotropy are shown as an increase in residual displacements,
the difference of which is much larger for the deposition angles of 0◦–30◦ than that of
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30◦–45◦. This demonstrates that the cyclic behavior of a laterally loaded pile is sand
anisotropy dependent.
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Figure 14 represents the amplification of the accumulated displacements due to in-
creased deposition angle for 4000 cycles, in which the amplification is defined as the ratio
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of the accumulated displacement for a certain deposition angle to that for α = 0◦. It is
evident that the amplification is deposition angle dependent. The anisotropic effects in
terms of the accumulated displacements are more pronounced at smaller cyclic amplitudes
for ηb = 0.4 than for ηb = 0.6. The effects of scour depth are more complex, which did
not give a consistent tendency. The two curves with squares show that for ηb = 0.4, the
amplification is larger for sd = 0, and for the two curves with triangles for ηb = 0.6, the
amplification is larger for sd = 1D.
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4. Analysis of Accumulated Residual Displacements

The following work presents a regression analysis of the model test results on the
accumulated residual displacements, where factors of soil deposition angles, cyclic load
amplitudes, and scouring are incorporated. The regression analysis on the long-term
evolution of pile responses usually presents the following two expressions: one is the
variable cyclic number N as a function of ln (N), and the other is N in an exponential
function [7,8,28,29]. According to Leblanc et al. [28], for large cyclic numbers n > 500,
the extrapolation in the regression analysis with ln (N) will underestimate the long-term
accumulated displacements. In contrast, the exponential function can give a good fit, which
is expressed as:

yN = y1Nαs (3)

in which the exponent αs is a parameter. Figure 15 shows the accumulated residual
displacement evolution for different deposition angles in a ratio of yN/y1 versus cyclic
numbers in double logarithmic axes. By definition, the slope in the plots relates to the
value of αs. As shown in Figure 15, the values of the three fitted exponent αs for different
deposition angles are close to each other. Therefore, it is advised as a constant of 0.1 for all
cyclic tests here.

As a constant αs is advised for Equation (3), the effects of different cyclic amplitudes,
scour depths, and deposition angles on the residual displacements at the pile head can
be ascribed to the value of y1, which is the residual displacement for the first cycle. It
is explained that y1 here is the intercept value obtained from the fitted lines, not the test
results, to avoid random errors. The example y1 (see the position of the red circle) in double
logarithmic axes is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Illustrative plot to obtain y1. (a) α = 0◦, ηb = 0.4 (b) α = 0◦, ηb = 0.6.

Following the regular practice for the experimental analysis of the accumulated dis-
placement of a pile under cyclic loading [8,31], the relationship between the value of y1
and the normalized cyclic amplitude ηb is given in Figure 17. It shows that the test re-
sults are divided into six groups, for the combination of two scour depths and three soil
deposition angles. Test results for monotonic loading in Figure 11 present the capacity
loss of the laterally loaded pile due to sand anisotropy and scouring, which means that
the current definition of ηb did not give a rational expression of the relative amplitude
of the cyclic load, for the used capacity corresponding to a loaded pile in homogeneous
sand and without scouring. Thereafter, a tentative attempt to modify the relative cyclic
amplitude ηb is performed, in which the cyclic amplitude is normalized by the pile capacity
pu,sc_an, considering the effects of soil deposition angle and scouring. The expression of the
modified normalized cyclic amplitude ηb1 is given as:

ηb1 =
pmax

pu,sc_an
= ηb·

pu

pu,sc_an
(4)
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The normalized cyclic amplitude with post-scour capacity is used by Achmus et al. [22]
in a numerical study, and it is also validated by authors in model tests to consider the
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effects of scouring on the accumulated pile displacements [32]. However, the effects of soil
deposition angles are not included.

The results of y1 with the modified normalized cyclic amplitude ηb1 are given in
Figure 18. It shows an obvious consistency of all data points in one curve, which manifests
that the modification of the normalized cyclic amplitude is a rational measure to assess the
effects of sand anisotropy and scouring on the accumulated pile displacement. The fitted
exponential function, shown in Figure 18 as a dashed line, can be determined as:

y1 = 3.892ηb1
2.75 (5)
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Based on Figure 18, together with Equations (3) and (5), the lateral residual displace-
ments of a pile due to cyclic loads can be predicted, in which the factors of soil deposition
angle, cyclic amplitude, and scour depth are considered.

Figure 19 shows the comparisons of the measured displacements with the calculated
results, which present the application of the regression analysis in this section. As seen, the
agreement between the measured and calculated data is acceptable.
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Discussion

This study only conducts some preliminary work about the effects of soil anisotropy
and scouring on the long-term lateral displacement responses of monopiles. The following
limits demand the application with caution.

The maximum cyclic number is 4000 in the tests. However, in practical engineering,
the cyclic numbers are usually up to 108 during the lifetime. Typical work with more cycles
is worthwhile, but the time cost is very high.

This study pays attention to uniting the effects of soil deposition angle, cyclic loading
characteristics, and scouring on the cyclic behavior of a monopile together. However,
it cannot cover all points. The simplifications on the cyclic load pattern are expedient.
The problem of two-way cyclic loading, the multi-amplitude cyclic load is advised to be
discussed. Besides, the small cyclic load amplitudes should be considered, which demands
a higher accuracy of the testing system.

The stress path of the sand around the pile experiences some changes due to scouring,
which cannot be realized in 1 g tests. Likewise, in this model test, the mechanical properties
of anisotropic sand are related to low gravitational stresses. The factors with detailed scour
hole dimensions, such as scour hole slope angle and bottom scour width, are not included.
An additional case for the soil deposition angle of 90◦ is also advised to cover the whole
range for the deposition angle. Remember that the case for a shallow foundation shows a
slight increase in capacity in the range of 60◦~90◦ for the sand deposition angle [30].

5. Conclusions

To study the accumulated cyclic responses of a laterally loaded monopile in a harsh
marine geological environment, a series of model tests on a monopile were performed with
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two cyclic load amplitudes, three soil deposition angles, and two scour depths. A loading test
system has the functions of preparing the anisotropic sand sample and applying long-term
horizontal cyclic loading to the monopile foundation. The following are the main conclusions:

(1) The load–displacement curves in monotonic tests show that the stiffness and the
ultimate capacity decreased with increased deposition angle of sand and a scouring.
The effects of sand anisotropy on the capacity of the laterally loaded pile can be
decoupled from those of scour depth based on the plot for loss capacity.

(2) There was a rapid increase in the residual displacement for the first 500 cycles, which
produced 80–91% of the total displacement at the 500th cycle, then a much slower
increase for the remaining cycles. The accumulated pile displacements at the pile head
increased with increased deposition angle and scouring. The increase in displacement
due to deposition angle is more obvious in the range of 0◦~30◦ than in the range of
30◦~45◦. The effects of sand anisotropy on the accumulated displacement are more
profound for a pile under a smaller cyclic amplitude, which is not found for the effects
of scouring.

(3) An exponential function of a cyclic number is proposed to predict the accumulated
residual displacements of the pile based on the regression analysis of test results. The
exponent αs is independent of the cyclic amplitudes, scour depths, and soil deposition
angles, and all cyclic loading test results give a value of αs close to each other. By
modifying the normalized cyclic amplitude with the corresponding static capacity
of the monopile under different soil deposition angles and scouring, good fits of the
measured test results are shown.

(4) Due to some drawbacks of model tests, it should be careful to apply the current
regression analysis results.

(5) Scouring removed soil and diminished the soil resistance around the pile. Natural soil
is anisotropic due to the depositional process. The two factors may greatly influence
the long-term performance of the monopile in a marine environment, including de-
creasing the lateral capacity of the laterally loaded pile and increasing the accumulated
pile displacements. Special attention should be paid to the design of the monopile in
offshore engineering because of scouring and sand anisotropy. The current model test
study hopes to provide a preliminary reference for the design of laterally loaded piles.
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